Medication Coverage Restriction List

The following is guidance for where drugs are typically covered. If PHPs run into an issue where an entity would like to have drug covered under a different section, please feel free to ask DHB for clarification/assistance.

Please note:

- Institutional claims (837I/UB-04) -IC- are not held to specific rules of drug restriction and would pay a drug claim per DRG or RCC methodology.
  - Dialysis institutional claims are an exception. Please see Policy 1A-34
- Professional claims (837P/CMS 1500) -PC- and Point of Sale [POS] claims are held to specific rules.
- If the drug is procured from a specialty pharmacy, only the administration charge of the drug would be applicable for reimbursement on a PC or IC.

Provider Administered Injectables covered on PC and IC; would not pay on POS claims:
Spravato
Crofab
Spinraza
Luxturna
Kymriah
Yescarta
Abecma
Breyanzi
Zulresso

Provider Administered Injectables covered ONLY on POS claims (by Prior Authorization/Clinical Criteria) {Rule of POS PA/CC}

- IF billed on a PC, must obtain these drugs from POS pharmacy (only administration fee would be billed). Rule of POS PA/CC would apply.
- IF billed on IC, Rule of POS PA/CC would NOT apply and drug would pay per RCC or DRG methodology
- IF IC chooses to procure drug from POS, only administration charge would be billed by IC. Rule of POS PA/CC would apply.

Aduhelm – clinical criteria must be satisfied, will have its own PA form by July
Amondys 45 – has PA form
Dupixent – has PA form
Exondys 51 – has PA form
Fasenra – has PA form
Haegarda - no PA/CC for this drug, but available only by POS
Kevzara – has PA form
Nucala – has PA form
Ocrevus – use standard PA form – try 2 preferred agents UNLESS the diagnosis is Primary Progressive MS
  (if PPMS, may write that indication on form and need to try 2 preferred agents if bypassed)
Synagis – used inpatient only and paid per DRG
Tezspire – standard PA form
Viltepso – has PA form
Vyepti – has PA form
Vyondys 53 – has PA form
Xolair – has PA form
Zolgensma – has PA form